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Abstract 
A new CMOS Double-Upconverter(DUC) with half- 

LO for DTV(Digita1 TV) tuner is proposed. It converts a 
wide-band input video RF signal spanning from 48MHz to 
8iOMHz to an IF of 932MHz with half local oscillator 
frequencies from 49OMHz to 871MHz. The proposed 
architecture reduces the local oscillator frequency to ha& 
which enables the integration on a single chip and 
reduces the overall power consumption. It also makes the 
image component low with its architectural property 
devised on the basis of the Weaver architecture. It is 
implemented with 0 . 8 p  CMOS technology modified for 
RF applications. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
RF communication systems including DTV(Digita1 TV) 

require high-frequency local oscillator for generating 
carrier frequency, but the oscillator phase noise and the 
error rate increase as the oscillation frequency goes 
higher[l,2]. This makes it difficult to implement an 
oscillator as a monolithic modulator on a single chip. 
These problems could be overcome by making monolithic 
quadrature modulator whose local oscillation frequency is 
to be reduced without reducing the carrier frequency. In 
this sense, a frequency-doubling quadrature modulator 
operating with half-LO frequency has been proposed most 
recently[3]. However, it is implemented with expensive 
bipolar process and the mixer cores used are ECL-logics 
with conventional ones. Since these logics are involved 
with the doubled frequency, not the half, available 
frequency range is reduced. Its image rejection capability 
also depends only on the symmetry to obviate unwanted 
phase error in the different paths. 

Since relatively advanced CMOS processes enable 
overall system implementation on a single chip with low 
cost, this letter proposes a new single chip architecture of 
CMOS double-upconverter with half-LO for DTV tuner. It 
also has inherent image rejection capability to reduce error. 

11. METHODS 
In order to find a new architecture for the double- 

upconverter (DUC)with half-LO, the Weaver architecture 
shown in Fig.1 is reviewed[4]. It is reported that the 
Weaver architecture has the inherent image rejection 
capability. Since this architecture uses two LO oscillation 
frequencies and the resultant total translation frequency of 
their sum, this structure can be considered as an 
architectural prototype. If the relevant frequencies are set 
to the same as the half-LO frequency, the overall 
conversion occurs with doubled LO frequency. 
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Fig. 1 Weaver Architecture 

If the in- and quadrature-paths are implemented with 
conventional Gilbert cells which have six-transistors as 
shown in Fig. 2, there exist some feedthrough components 
which can be easily verified in the following equation: 
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where Zm is the DC bias current, IRF is the RF 
current signal, % is the RF frequency, and mo is the LO 
frequency. It is assumed that the cell is driven by half-LO 
frequency, ad2, twice. The tail current sources represent 
transoncductors which convert the input RF voltage signal 
to current mode. 
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Fig. 2 conventional Gilbert-cell 

In order to establish an evolution of architecture for a 
double-upconverter, we consider the expressions of the 
outputs in eqn.(l): It consists of a DC, an LO-IF 
feedthrough, an RF-IF feedthrough, and two frequency- 
doubly-shifted RF signals. The DC component would not 
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cause serious problem if this mixer is coupled with the 
following stages by DC-blocking capacitor. Now, it is the 
time that we should eliminate the LO-IF feedthrough 
component. We can find the related coefficient to the LO- 
IF component to be the bias current, IN. At the base of 
this consideration, remind that we have previously 
attended the procedure of evolution from the single- 
balanced mixer to the double-balanced mixer structure, 
where, to eliminate parallel component from 
transconductors, we use a parallel-connected Gilbert cell 
instead of a simple switching-pair. This Gilbert cell 
provides the elimination of parallel DC component from 
the transconductor and doubling of antiparallel RF signal. 
Therefore, we again utilize the idea at this place to cancel 
the LO-IF feedthrough component. 
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Fig. 3 Core of the modified double-balanced mixer 

Fig. 3 shows a modified double-balanced mixer 
with in-phase half-LO frequency. The modification is that 
all cores for multiplication are of Gilbert-cell. For this 
kind of structure, a parallel component would be 
eliminated inherently. In order to confirm this expectation, 
we derive the following expressions: 

Fig.4 shows the overall schematic of the 
proposed new DUC (Double-Upconverter) with the half 
LO frequency. New DUC consists of four Gilbert cells and 
transconductors. Each Gilbert cell provides one 
multiplication of Fig. 1. Two stacked-over Gilbert cells 
implement the in-phase path and the quadrature-path, 
respectively. Since the in- and quadraturepaths are 
identical, error disappears as mentioned in [3]. In order to 
convince that the modified Gilbert cell has no feedthrough 
components, the final governing equation is derived as 
follows: 

I , ,  = IAtI-16‘l 
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As shown in this equation, it is convinced that 
the proposed new DUC has several advantages. First, it 
has no RF-IF and LO-IF feedthrough components. Second, 
it has four times larger voltage gain compared with the 
conventional Gilbert cell represented in eqn.(l). Third, it 
has inherent image rejection capability since it is 
implemented on the basis of the Weaver modulator 
scheme as shown in Fig. (1). Fig. 3 can have inductive 
loads to boost up the conversion gain and contribute to the 
selection of the wanted translated component from the 
output, which mitigates the specifications of the 
subsequent stages. 
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16 Fig. 4 The overall schematic of the DUC 

111. RESULTS 

In order to confirm the expectation mentioned previously, 
........................ (2) 

is simulated through Cadence SPECTRE RF program with 
The net differential output current is certain to RF-modified CMOS models, which has been proved to 

be remedied as our intention: It has no DC and LO-IF posses sufficient accuracy previously. The spiral inductors 
feedthrough component. They .are concerned with DC in the loads are set to 9nH, respectively. Iterative 
component from the transconductor. The structural simulations set the resonant frequency of the loads to be 
modification cures the LO-IF feedthrough problem by on the IF of 932MHz considering parasitic components of 
eliminating parallel components. This result is coincident layout. 
to our previous expectation. However, there remains the 
RF-IF feedthrough component. We still have a duty to 
modify the structure of this mixer. This duty will be 
considered and solved later. 
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DUC is implemented in n-WellO.8pm CMOS process and 
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The other extreme case is shown in Fig. 7: With 
half-LO of 871MHz which correspond to the frequency 
translation with LO of 1742MHz, the upper RF 
component at 8 I OMHz is converted to the IF of 932MHz. 
Although one may wonder whether the interlaced half-LO 
causes some troubles or not, the DUC regards the 
unwanted portion of the signal spectrum as an image. 

932MHz-1 

Fig. 5 .  Layout of Double-Upconverter 

The input RF is assumed to have two extreme m 

EM 
components, which are located at 48MHz and 810MHz, 
respectively. With the half-LO of 490MHz which 
corresponds to the frequency translation with LO of 
980MHz , the lower RF component at 48MHz is 
converted to the IF of 932MHz and USB of 1028MHz, 
which is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7. Upconversion operation of DUC with half-LO of 

871MHz 
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Fig. 6. Upconversion operation of DUC with half-LO of 
490MHz 
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Fig. 8. -1dE3 compression point of DUC 
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It is proved that DUC has conversion gain of 
OdB and 1-dB compression point of -1.4dBm shown in 
Fig. 8. The input range spans from -66 to -1.4dBm and 
the output range does the same, with OdB conversion gain. 
Also, the half-LO frequency spans from 490MHz to 
87 1 MHz. In order to obtain sufficient conversion gain and 
linearity, the transconductor is designed sufficiently large. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

A new CMOS Double-Upconverter(DUC) with the half 
LO for DTV(Digita1 TV) tuner is proposed. The proposed 
architecture reduces the local oscillator frequency to half, 
which enables the integration on a single chip and reduces 
overall power consumption. it also makes the image 
component low from its architectural property. These 
characteristics are confirmed by Cadence SPECTRE RF 
program with RF-fitted CMOS models for the 0.8pm 
CMOS technology modified for RF applications. 
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